THE FRENCH BASKETBALL
FEDERATION (FFBB) LOVES BODET'S
NEW MULTISPORT TOUCH SCREEN
KEYBOARD
During an NM1 basketball game in October held at the federation’s HQ, the
FFBB tested Bodet’s latest groundbreaking scoreboard control keyboard: the
Scorepad. Simplicity, advanced technology and ergonomics in a single package!
>

Already Europe’s leader in sports display
solutions, Bodet is breaking new ground
with the Scorepad.
Its new touch screen keyboard lets you
control all kinds of scoreboards easily and
intuitively: indoor and outdoor scoreboards,
LED video solutions, LCD TV LCD screens.
The Scorepad features a fully customizable
user interface: select a sport, shirt colours,
team names, and more. Once the keyboard
is powered up, select your sport and game
information according to the match level.
And the game’s on! Whether you’re
scorekeeping for leisure, friendly matches,
local or national competitions, the Scorepad
is right for you.
For scoreboard official Patrick Delpech, who
had an opportunity to use the Scorepad
during an NM1 game: “This is the
breakthrough we’ve been waiting for. You
only need 10 minutes to enter the prematch settings, and that’s a significant
amount of time saved. You can access all
information from the same screen, which is
highly appreciable".

Ideal for both small sports clubs and large
complexes, you’ll love the Scorepad’s
versatility and ease of use. You can also add
new sports if you need to.
Patrick Beesley, Technical Director and
General Manager of the FFBB gives us his
impressions: "The FFBB relies on a pool of
Technical Partners who are true experts in
their fields. Our people constantly talk to
these companies and their tech managers to
ensure their end products are practical and
respond to basketball requirements. Bodet
has been our key scoreboard company for
more than 17 years. We are delighted that
the Scorepad touch screen keyboard has
now been launched. It’s a modern, fun to
use and intuitive tool for our 2,400 score
table officials. Because it’s easy to use and
ergonomic, there’s no doubt we’ll be seeing

a whole lot of new score table officials in our
4,500 clubs."
“The Scorepad has a very fast learning curve
and this means it will be widely used by
leisure clubs and the top leagues as well",
adds Patrick Delpech.

Contact our sales team for
more information on the Bodet
Scorepad or to schedule a
demo.
Email: export@bodet.com

